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Short Sounds of a and e in Stories
Nonsense Word Story
Lesson 28

Jan the nav is wex. And in the det I saw Heb. Now
Heb is an af. But he is also a tez nas wep. What do
I do? If I sen the kep, then the tas nack will get the
jen. And I do not want the tas nack to get the jen.
Oh no. Not at all. I want Heb to get the leck of nav
and then go get a tet lex.
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If you ask me, I want zes to veb on the pex. And
then we will see who gets the ap on the wem. Just
let Heb try and get the quen if he gets the tep eck.
If he gets the tep eck, then I am going to get the nan
pab and the quep dib and then we will see. But
what about Jez?
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Jez is peb. No not peb; Jez is peb sab ack. Now I
like Jez, but if you like Jez then Zaz the tem is going
to go to the han. Why? I don’t vev. Jez and Zaz are
like Heb. All of them are quet. And they all ses the
lan all the nen. Who do they hef in gan when they
yeb and yeb and yeb? Oh well, I beb the nev, and if
Heb or Jez or Zaz, if any of them nen the weck or
yez the dem, then I will go and tat on the heb and
they won’t nas or yax or even det. Then they will
beb the jas in the nex wen or my name is not Jax Nen.
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There is no quiz for this lesson.
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